INHIBITION OF ADHESION OF UROPATHOGENIC ESCHERICHIA COLI TO CANINE AND FELINE UROEPITHELIAL CELLS BY AN EXTRACT FROM CRANBERRY
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**ABSTRACT**

Uropathogenic *Escherichia coli* (UPEC) is the main infectious agent of urinary tract infections (UTI) in humans, dogs and cats. Dietary consumption of cranberries is thought to be associated with prevention of UTI in humans based on decreased adhesion of UPEC to uroepithelial cells. The present study evaluated the impact of cranberry extract addition on the attachment of UPEC to canine Madin-Darby Canine Kidney and Crandell-Rees Feline Kidney uroepithelial cells. When the extract was present during bacterial growth or only during adhesion tests, a dose-dependent decrease of UPEC adhesion to all cell types was observed. Bacterial growth was weakly decreased only in the presence of the highest concentration of cranberry extract showing that the anti-adherence effect did not require a bacterial growth inhibitory effect. In conclusion, the addition of cranberry extract has preventive effects on the *in vitro* bacterial attachment to canine and feline uroepithelial cells in a dose dependent way.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Bacterial urinary tract infections (UTI) are common in dogs but less common in cats (*Litster et al., 2011*; *Thompson et al., 2011*). The prevalence of UTIs is increased in small animals that have their urinary tract defence mechanisms altered by the effects of other diseases and/or by the treatment (*Norris et al., 2000*; *Mayer-Roenne et al., 2007*). Like for humans, *Escherichia coli* is a major etiologic agent of UTIs for many animals such as dogs and cats (*Köbler and Dobrin, 2011*). *E. coli* is part of the commensal intestinal microbiota of healthy populations and normally colonize the gut just after birth. Once *E. coli* gets access to the urogenital tract from faecal contamination, it can ascend the urinary tract, colonize the bladder and induce cystitis, or colonize the kidney and induce pyelonephritis. Ascending uropathogenic *E. coli* (UPEC) strains usually have a particular repertoire of virulence genes including genes encoding for adherence factors such as *fim* (type 1 pili), *pap* (pilus associated with pyelonephritis), *sfa* (*S. fimbrae*), and genes encoding for exotoxins such as *hly* (*a*-hemolysin), and *cnf1* (cytotoxic necrotizing factor 1). Some *E. coli* isolates from humans, dogs, and cats have close similarity in the genomic backbone and virulence genotype being sometimes qualified as uropathogenic clones (*Johnson et al., 2000*; *Féria et al., 2001*; *Johnson et al., 2008a; Johnson et al., 2008b*).

Like for humans, UTIs of pets are usually treated with antibiotics during the acute phase of infection, and, antibiotics can be used for long-term prophylaxas for individuals with recurrent infections. Frequent or long-term antibiotic use is known to induce antibiotic resistance and can result in vaginal and intestinal dysbiosis. This is an illustration of the need to develop complementary medicine also in veterinary medicine (*Raditic, 2015*). Dietary consumption of cranberries has long been associated with the maintenance of urinary tract health in humans (*Hisano et al., 2012*). There is scientific evidence showing that human dietary consumption of cranberry can provide a degree of protection against adhesion to urinary epithelial cells by different UPEC strains (*Sobota, 1984*; *Di Martino et al., 2006*). Even if there is a debate about the real benefits of cranberry consumption to prevent urinary tract infections (*Jepson et al., 2012*), there are experimental data showing that a cranberry preparation can completely prevent recurrent UTIs in women (*Bailey et al., 2007; Eltros et al., 2010*). Like in humans, cranberry components could be used to prevent urinary tract infections in dogs and cats. There is a need for studies evaluating the use of cranberry to prevent urinary tract infections in dogs and cats based on the inhibition of bacterial adhesion to canine and feline uroepithelial cells.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

To determine whether cranberry can inhibit the *E. coli* adherence to pets urinary epithelial cells *in vitro*, we tested the adherence to canine Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) and feline Crandell-Rees Feline Kidney (CRFK) urinary epithelial cells of the *E. coli* G1473 strain harbouring the papC gene and expressing type 1 pili, previously isolated from human patients with symptomatic UTI (*Di Martino et al., 2006*) in the presence of different concentrations of a cranberry extract. Bacterial adherence to urinary epithelial cells was carried out as previously described (*Di Martino et al., 2000*). The human bladder epithelial T24 cell line (ATCC HTB-4) was used as a control. After growth at 37 °C for 24 h in the urinary epithelial cell lines growth media (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium +2% D-glucose or McCoy’s 5a medium depending on the corresponding cell line) in static conditions, bacteria were harvested by centrifugation, suspended in the same basic cell culture medium (Eurobio, Les Ulis, France), and incubated with urinary epithelial cells at 37 °C for 3 h. After washes with PBS, the cells were fixed in ethanol, stained with 20% Giemsa (v/v), and examined microscopically under oil immersion. Cranberry extract was added to the medium at the desired concentration either during bacterial growth or during the adherence test. Thus, the presence of cranberry during bacterial growth and absence of cranberry during the adherence test corresponded to condition 1; the absence of cranberry during bacterial growth and presence of cranberry during the adherence test corresponded to condition 2. The cranberry extract containing at least 25% proanthocyanidins was purchased from the Phenolics, LLC. (Omaha, NE, USA). The extract was dissolved in the urinary epithelial cell lines growth media to obtain a stock solution calibrated at a concentration of 5 mg/ml. The stock solution was sterilized by filtration (0.45 µm) before use. Serial twofold dilutions of the cranberry stock solution were done in the same urinary epithelial cell line growth medium before use, depending on the experiments.
As shown in Figure 1, bacterial growth at 24h was weakly decreased in the presence of cranberry extract only for the higher concentration of 5 mg/ml (P < 0.05). A significant inhibition of E. coli growth has been previously demonstrated with increasing concentration of cranberry proanthocyanidin in vitro (Margetis et al., 2015).
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**Figure 1** Effects of different concentrations of cranberry extract on the growth of *Escherichia coli* G1473 in McCoy's 5a medium. Means ± standard errors to the means (n = 3). The statistical significance of differences observed between cranberry extract concentrations was evaluated with the Dunn's multiple comparison test following the Kruskal-Wallis test. *, P < 0.05.

The adherence of the G1473 UPEC strain was first tested with the T24 cell line. In the absence of cranberry, the G1473 strain adhered to human T24, canine CRFK, and canine MDCK cells with adherence indices of 28.2 ± 0.78, 16.9 ± 0.42 and 22.40 ± 0.54 bacteria per cell, respectively (Figure 2). The adherence index of the G1473 strain was significantly different between the three cell lines, being highest with human T24 cells and the lowest with feline CRFK cells. UPEC adherence to feline CRFK has not been documented before and only one published study analysed UPEC interactions with MDCK cells (Chou et al., 2016). Chou et al. showed that the adherence indices of the three UPEC strains isolated from dogs with UTI were around 100 times higher than those observed with T24 cells. #, Value differs significantly (P < 0.001) from the value obtained with T24 cells. ♦, Value differs significantly (P < 0.001) from the value obtained with MDCK cells.
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**Figure 2** Effects of different concentrations of cranberry extract on bacterial adherence to human T24, canine MDCK, and feline CRFK urinary epithelial cells of *Escherichia coli* G1473: presence of cranberry during bacterial growth and absence of cranberry during the adherence test (condition 1). Means ± standard errors to the means (n = 3 x 50). Adherence indices represent the average number of bacteria per cell determined by examining 50 cells under 3 independent experiments. The statistical significance of differences observed between cranberry extract concentrations was evaluated for each cell line with the Newman-Keuls test following the one-way ANOVA test. At 0 mg/mL, the statistical significance of differences observed between the cell lines was analysed using the Student's t-test. *, Value differs significantly (P < 0.001) from the value obtained with T24 cells. ♦, Value differs significantly (P < 0.001) from the value obtained with MDCK cells.

The effect of cranberry extract on bacterial adherence to urinary epithelial cells was tested in two different conditions: presence of cranberry during bacterial growth and absence of cranberry during the adherence test (condition 1); absence of cranberry during bacterial growth and presence of cranberry during the adherence test (condition 2). Serial twofold dilutions of the cranberry extract stock solution were first tested with the G1473 strain (Figure 2 and Figure 3). For condition 1, G1473 adherence to the three cell lines was decreased after bacterial growth in the presence of cranberry extract from 5 to 0.625 mg/ml for adherence to T24, CRFK and MDCK cells (Figure 2). Adhesion inhibition to MDCK and CRFK cells was observed from a concentration of 0.078125 mg/ml of cranberry extract (Figure 2). For the highest cranberry extract concentration of 5 mg/ml, G1473 adherence was reduced by 78.5%, 62.9% and 77.7% for T24, CRFK and MDCK cells, respectively. For the three epithelial cell lines tested, increasing the concentration of cranberry extract led to a more pronounced decrease in bacterial adhesion indicating a dose-dependent inhibitory effect. For condition 2, G1473 adherence to the three cell lines was decreased in the presence of cranberry extract for a large range of concentrations: from 5 to 0.15625 mg/ml for adherence to T24, CRFK and MDCK cells (Figure 3). Adhesion inhibition to T24 cells was observed from a concentration of 0.078125 mg/ml of cranberry extract (Figure 3). For the highest cranberry extract concentration of 5 mg/ml, bacterial adherence was reduced by 85.4%, 70.5% and 86.3% for T24, CRFK and MDCK cells, respectively. Again, a dose-dependent inhibitory effect of cranberry extract on the adherence of E. coli was observed (Figure 3). Our results clearly showed that the presence of a cranberry extract, either during bacterial growth or during the adherence test, is associated with a dose dependent decrease in E. coli adherence to human, canine and feline urinary epithelial cells in vitro. Thus, the mechanism of action of cranberry constituents to decrease E. coli adherence to urinary epithelial cells is not dependent upon the host species cell line used. Studies on the health effects of cranberry or cranberry extracts through dietary supplementation are very limited in animals. Cranberry supplementation in drinking water has been shown to have a potential preventive effect on the development of bacterial prostatitis in a rat infection model (Kim et al., 2011). Pretreatment with cranberry significantly decreased the degree of inflammation of the prostate but, did not decrease significantly the infection rate and bacterial growth in the urinary tract, although there was a trend towards improvement of
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**Figure 3** Effects of different concentrations of cranberry extract on bacterial adherence to human T24, canine MDCK, and feline CRFK urinary epithelial cells of *Escherichia coli* G1473: absence of cranberry during bacterial growth and presence of cranberry during the adherence test (condition 2). Means ± standard errors to the means (n = 3 x 50). Adherence indices represent the average number of bacteria per cell determined by examining 50 cells under 3 independent experiments. The statistical significance of differences observed between cranberry extract concentrations was evaluated for each cell line with the Newman-Keuls test following the one-way ANOVA test. At 0 mg/ml, the statistical significance of differences observed between the cell lines was analysed using the Student’s t-test. *, Value differs significantly (P < 0.001) from the value obtained with T24 cells. ♦, Value differs significantly (P < 0.001) from the value obtained with MDCK cells.
these factors. Dietary supplementation of cranberry pomace has been shown to partially ameliorate metabolic factors associated with high fructose feeding in growing Sprague–Dawley rats (Khanal et al., 2010). Cranberry extracts have been evaluated as alternatives to traditional antibiotics in broiler chicken production (Lesinski et al., 2010). The growth performance of broiler chickens was not statistically improved when they were fed diets containing cranberry extracts, but the use of a cranberry extract was associated with a decrease of early mortality due to yolk sac infection, omphalitis, crossbeak, starve-out, and dehydration (Lesinski et al., 2010). In a recent study, powdered cranberry extract dietary supplementation was evaluated for prevention of UTI in dogs with a history of recurrent UTIs and for prevention of UPEC adherence to MDCK cells in vitro (Chou et al., 2016). None of the 6 dogs fed with cranberry extract developed UTIs during the 6 months period of the assay, and no adverse effect was observed. Urine samples collected after administration of the cranberry extract showed to decrease UPEC adherence to MDCK cells in vitro but did not induce bacteriostasis in a plate-diffusion assay in vitro.

In conclusion, the results presented here provide evidence that cranberry extract supplementation has an inhibitory effect on UPEC adherence to canine and feline urinary epithelial cells in vitro. As previously published in humans and dogs (Di Martino et al., 2006; Chou et al., 2016), ex vivo studies are needed to demonstrate the presence of an inhibitory activity on E. coli adherence to cats uroepithelial cells in the urine of healthy subjects after dietary consumption of cranberry.
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